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Platinum issue well subscribed
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Royal Bafokeng raises R3bn, puts a shine on tough South African mining scene.

Author: Barry Sergeant

[MONEYWEB] -- JOHANNESBURG - Amid a relatively tough domestic atmosphere for miners, not least a possibly
 overvalued rand, Royal Bafokeng Platinum (RBPlat) listed on Monday in Johannesburg. The stock has a free float of
 just over 35%, after raising R2.98bn in its initial public offer (IPO). The balance of shares are held as to just over 57%
 by Royal Bafokeng Holdings, and 12.62%, effectively, by Anglo Platinum, the world's biggest miner of platinum group
 metals (PGMs).

The IPO, which previously planned to create a free float of 30%, saw an average pricing of R60.50 a share. The stock
 price rose to as much as R67.00 a share after its debut on Monday. The listing of RBPlat, which has been planned for
 some years, appears to have been relatively well timed given the ongoing increase in the stock prices of listed PGM
 companies, which have been steadily recovering since early 2009. Seen against the global mining sector, however,
 PGM stocks generally continue to underperform on a relative basis.

The RBPlat capital raising is mainly aimed at start-up financing required for the R11.8bn Styldrift project, with
 production first scheduled in 2017. RBPlat currently operates the Boschkoppie mine, which produced some 270 000
 ounces of PGMs (platinum, palladium, rhodium and gold) in 2009. When Styldrift's output is running at full bore,
 RBPlat should be producing an additional 420 000 ounces of PGMs a year.

 RBPlat does not own a smelter or refinery (unlike the Big Three, Anglo Platinum, Impala Platinum, and Lonmin), and
 will continue to sell PGM concentrate (at a handy discount) to Anglo Platinum, for smelting and refining.

 For now RBPlat remains controlled, as mentioned, by Royal Bafokeng Holdings, which represents, in turn, the interests
 of the 300 000-strong Bafokeng, which are sometimes referred to as Africa's "richest tribe". The Bafokeng started
 buying land, previously dispossessed, more than a century ago, near today's Sun City entertainment complex. PGMs
 were only discovered in 1925; Hans Merensky, indeed, discovered the world's biggest PGM basin.

 The Bafokeng have been involved over the years mainly with two platinum partners. Part of prior holdings and interests
 can today be found in Royal Bafokeng Holdings' stake 13.2% of Impala Platinum, the world's No 2 miner of PGMs;
 this, alone, is worth $2.5bn.

 Royal Bafokeng Holdings holds other mining interests, including 30.8% of Merafe, which, in turn, operates a joint
 venture with Xstrata, the world's biggest producer of ferrochrome. Royal Bafokeng Holdings holds other valuable
 investments, diversified across telecoms, financial, manufacturing, services, sport, enterprise development, and, of
 course, mining. The overall value of the investments is put at around R30bn.

 Meanwhile, the theme of consolidation (or lack of it) in the southern African PGM sector (which includes Zimbabwe)
 continues to draw attention. Ahead of its listing, Impala offered to buy RBPlat, a deal that was vetoed by Anglo
 American, which exercised a right contained in prior agreements with its partner in RBPlat, the Royal Bafokeng.

 RBC Capital Markets recently examined the (lack of) consolidation theme, among many others, in a major report on the
 PGM sector. It published a fantastically complex diagram, in an "effort at piecing together the amazing spider web of
 ownership in the South African PGM space.

 "It must be clear", RBC Capital Markets stated, "even just from taking a glance at this enormously complex structure,
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 that there are issues imbedded here that both causes it to be this complicated and, as a direct result, makes it very
 difficult to untangle. This ‘hidden' aspect is very simply Black Economic Empowerment (BEE)". The title of the overall
 report: "Platinum: so much potential, so little action - The BEE Curse?"JOHANNESBURG - Amid a relatively tough
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